CIRCULAR STITCHER  No. 161847
The circular stitcher lets you make circular designs with straight stitching or with any zig-zag pattern. With the aid of the gauge, you can make perfect full or half circles, two inches to ten inches across, as well as geometric motifs and scallops. All of these may be done without having to follow a pattern. You can even use a twin needle and decorate, in the round, with two colors at once.

DARNING AND EMBROIDERY FOOT  No. 161875
This accessory is recommended for all types of free-motion work. It is ideal for embroidery, monogramming, and decorative designs because the transparent toe holds fabric firmly as the needle enters and leaves the work while fully revealing the line of the design to be followed.

LEATHER AND SUEDE NEEDLE  Catalog 2032 (15x2)
This needle is recommended whenever you stitch leather or suede. Its slim wedge point pierces skins cleanly to ensure a neat, uniform stitch. Use it in place of the 2020 (15x1) needle. Available in sizes 11, 14, and 16.

FINGER GUARD  No. 161681
By protecting fingers from the needle, the finger guard provides extra safety for the new sewer, the student, or the blind person. A permanently mounted, swing-away type, No. 22563, is available on special order.

GAUGE PRESSER FOOT  No. 160755
Single or multiple rows of stitching can be gauged evenly along lapel and facing edges, welt seams, or hems. An accurate set of gauges lined at ⅜-inch and numbered at ⅛-inch intervals accompanies the gauge presser foot, in addition to a small removable toe.